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Abstract

When a multinational operates different business models in different markets, a trade-off typically exists between local-market adaptations and cross-market economies of scale and scope. How do country managers navigate these trade-offs and the tensions inherent in developing and operating such dual business models? In this short paper we explore how a local subsidiary can innovate its business model in a way that creates alignment with the local market while respecting the larger corporate structure. We study the Chinese subsidiary of Velux, a multinational window manufacturer, that has transformed its business model from simple production to engineering, and further to modular solutions. We show that by respecting both the corporate strategic mission and the corporate culture, in combination with avoiding any direct challenge to the core corporate business model, the subsidiary has bypassed the tensions commonly observed with dual business models.
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1. Introduction and theoretical background

For multinationals with a small home market, entry into new national markets can be the means to realize economies of scale (Eckert et al., 2022). Local adaptation and corporate integration are two forces that influence the subsidiary’s strategic choices in multinational corporations (Grewal et al., 2018; Lei et al., 2017). When local-market realities and the dominant corporate logic of value creation and appropriation grow apart, it undermines the viability of the subsidiary (Chesbrough and Rosenbloom, 2002). This divergence is especially salient in multinational corporations that compete in multiple heterogenous markets, necessitating differential response to market dynamics and accordant local adaptations of their business model (BM) (Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1998; Chesbrough and Rosenbloom, 2002; Markides, 2013). Such adaptation demands a loosely coupled system with differentiated elements that are sensitive to local environmental variation, yet sufficiently integrated under one corporatewide structure to generate economies of scale and scope (Frankenberger and Zott, 2018; Weick, 1976).

How local top managers experience and navigate the two opposing forces of local adaptation and corporate integration in their business modeling is what we explore in this short paper.

Becoming aware of, or “sensing”, the need for change is a prerequisite for the initiation of business model innovation (BMI) activities (Best et al., 2021; Jensen and Sund, 2017; Teece, 2018). This awareness is most acute when top management perceive competitive and environmental threats that could put the organization at risk (Sund & Lindskov, 2022; Lindskov et al, 2023; Saebi et al., 2017; Sund, 2013). Yet, the ability to perceive market realities is not evenly spread across the corporate structure, not least due to differentiated access to information and knowledge (Egfjord and Sund, 2020; Sund, 2024). Recognition of contingencies is least distorted in boundary roles at an immediate interface with their environment (Aldrich and Herker, 1977; Cohen and Levinthal, 1990). Thus, the locally embedded management of a subsidiary may be in the best position to steer that subsidiary’s autonomous strategic development and business modeling, bypassing the corporate dominant logic, to be explorative and responsive to realities of its respective markets (Burgelman, 1983; Christensen and Raynor, 2013; Sund et al., 2014). This builds up the corporation’s requisite variety to counter environmental variety (Ashby, 1979; Burgelman, 1983), and allows the subsidiary to tap into the latent potential of any opportunity it attempts to monetize (Chesbrough and Rosenbloom, 2002). However, corporate authorization may be needed. Especially in cases with radical, architectural BMI, selling issues to top management may be a challenge (Sund et al., 2021).

Radical novelty is often best cultivated in isolation from currently exercised exploitation (Donada et al., 2021). However, subsequently implementing innovative solutions generated in siloed units may lead to clashes with prevailing routines, processes, and values. One way corporations deal with this is by structurally separating new BMs from the old, turning them into autonomous business units (Chesbrough and Rosenbloom, 2002; Christensen and Raynor, 2013; Donada et al., 2021). Yet, such separation may hinder the benefits of integration. There is thus a trade-off between local-market adaptation and cross-market economies of scale and scope. Furthermore, even if dual
BMs are structurally separated under one corporate parent, they may end up competing with each other for customers or resource allocations (Egfjord and Sund, 2020; Markides and Charitou, 2004; Sund et al., 2016; Sund et al., 2021). Conversely, if the dual BMs are not separated, high levels of interdependence may also create structural conflicts (Berends et al., 2016; Sund et al., 2016), and efficient resource orchestration may be sabotaged by incompatible assets (Kim and Min, 2015).

Despite the frictions that often occur between dual BMs, there are examples of firms successfully managing to implement parallel models with neutral or complementary effects vis-à-vis each other. For example, geographical separation has allowed Nestlé to successfully establish a business unit with a disparate Nespresso BM, without cannibalizing its customer base (Markides and Charitou, 2004). Another example is Documentum, a business unit of Xerox, which, having access to its parent’s sales channels, was able to capitalize on a latent opportunity without undermining Xerox’s business, allowing the latter to appropriate significant value from the technology (Chesbrough and Rosenbloom, 2002). Aside from identifying a small number of success cases, limited research has been dedicated to identifying specific factors that local management would perceive could facilitate architectural BMI in a multinational subsidiary, when the differences between the local and the home markets are significant, and sensitivity to local-market variation is vital. We explore this question through the case of a Danish multinational firm in the building industry, to identify what enabled successful architectural BMI in its Chinese subsidiary. By answering the research question “How might tensions between local adaptation and corporate integration in pursuit of architectural BMI in foreign business units be mitigated?” we attend to a gap in the dual BM literature. Our findings focus attention on the experiences of local top management, to help establish what factors should be considered when developing dual BM theories in the context of multinationals. Our findings can also help practitioners understand how to overcome the organizational dilemma by which local business units must differentiate their BMs yet do so within the boundaries imposed by the corporate mission and in such a way that corporate knowledge remains utilisable.

2. Methods

To explore our research question, we studied the case of Velux Group – a multinational supplier of the building industry. The case method was selected for its capacity to explore and explain in depth a particular revelatory phenomenon (Patton, 2015; Yin, 2018). The case company was purposefully selected as it operates dual BMs; it is therefore directly opportune for answering the set research question. We conducted five detailed semi-structured interviews, two each with the CEO and the senior strategy consultant, and one with the senior design director, all of whom are part of the Chinese subsidiary of Velux Group. This data amounts to 291 minutes of interviews and 22,250 words of verbatim transcription. The interviews were designed to reveal the motivations for BMI, the process of BM change, and relations and outcomes for both the corporation and the subsidiary.

The semi-structured approach aimed at revealing the perceptions of the respondents. To analyze the data, the transcribed text was first coded independently by the two authors. We coded for BM differences between subsidiary and parent, for motivations, and for elements of intraorganizational tension and conflict. Using a thematic analysis grid
we arranged codes and themes in columns, and their corresponding sources in rows. We discussed the resulting themes looking for corresponding and diverging interpretations, and such categorization of data allowed us to derive our key findings. The case description and analysis were complemented with secondary data including annual reports, statements, and the official website of the company.

3. Case description

Velux Group is a company under VKR Holding, a holding company owned by the Kann Rasmussen family and Villum Foundation, with controlling influence belonging to the former. As of 2021, the holding company had 19,900 employees throughout 38 countries, with manufacturing facilities in 11 countries, including China. The Velux corporate BM involves selling roof windows and skylights, mainly for residential buildings, for installation in attics and sloped rooftops. For the past decade, a change of strategy has led VKR Holding to build a position in the commercial (nonresidential) market as well, mainly fueled by a series of acquisitions. The Group defines that its corporate mission is to deliver daylight, fresh air, and an overall better environment to households and commercial premises through the production and supply of rooftop windows. Velux China CO., Ltd. is a subsidiary of Velux Group. In the aftermath of its entry into the Chinese market 25 years ago, Velux China has undergone a series of structural and BM changes. The entry into the market was prompted by a seemingly high potential based on the construction per square meter in the country.

Confronted by a strikingly different Chinese market, with high-rise buildings devoid of attics and sloped rooftops dominating the urban architectural landscape, Velux China faced a smaller demand for its products than originally anticipated. Market entry also attracted interest from local companies who produced cheaper copies of the Velux rooftop windows for the European market, creating a challenge for the company's business back home. It was gradually recognized by local management that there was a need to explore new products and BMs. The CEO told us: “We have to do local innovation to ensure development of new products, solutions, technology or business models and not only following the Group and using what they have.” In large part, the awareness of the need for BMI was born out of necessity. The CEO commented that “In the first 20 years we were really struggling, and a number of times almost died in the Chinese market.”

Over time, the subsidiary has gradually replaced expat employees with local employees, and currently employs a local subsidiary CEO with a better understanding of the Chinese market. Prior to assuming the executive role, this individual had worked in various roles at Velux from the early days of its entry into the Chinese market and possessed an entrepreneurial background. With extensive familiarity with both the company’s corporate mission and the local market and business culture, he initiated a series of BM changes. Firstly, the focus shifted from residential to commercial buildings. Secondly, instead of Velux products being used as originally intended (as rooftop windows), they were adapted for use in basements. Installed in a near horizontal slope on the ground level, this ersatz solution provided fresh air and daylight to basement premises. Thirdly, windows were upgraded with remote controls, rain sensors, and Internet of Things (IoT) solutions, subsequently offering greater profit margins. Finally, local management has
been exploring servitization models that would allow greater customer embeddedness as it commits them to long-term operational expenditures (Storbacka et al., 2013).

A trend in China of high-rise constructions with vertical windows made the traditional Velux products incompatible for new sites, including in basements. Windows now had to be vertical, and although the parent firm does include business units that manufacture vertical windows in-house, it was economically more viable for Velux China to outsource production to local original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), to deliver customized and complex solutions quickly through modular design. This approach of a manufacturing firm with extensive capabilities shifting its focus to become a solution provider while outsourcing component production has prior examples (Rajala et al., 2019). This radical change of its BM, initiated a few years prior to COVID-19, was very profitable for Velux China. Whereas the parent firm continues to be predominantly focused on the residential market, in China revenue is now based around 80% on the commercial market. While the parent company delivers rooftop products produced in-house, the Chinese business unit now delivers building engineering and smart basement solutions in close partnership with third-party services, and outsourcing production to OEMs. The case of Velux shows that dual, architecturally different BMs can coexist under the auspices of one corporation. Our study divulged a number of factors that may have facilitated BM changes in the Chinese subsidiary.

4. Key findings

4.1 Decision-making autonomy and local-market awareness

Business model exploration in the context of Velux China can be described as a careful balancing act of handling the dilemmas of respecting the dominant logic linked to a corporate BM, while developing a new and more local-market-appropriate one. This dilemma may be particularly pronounced when the corporate BM is highly successful in other markets. As the CEO told us: “We [would want to] try a lot of new things, but the Group believes that the business [in China] should run as they think. They are nervous about taking a risk and making a mistake because they are too successful.”

The first BMI-enabling factor that we identified in our study was the move from expat management to local management, as previously alluded to. This move was accompanied by a degree of decentralization, i.e., local decision-making autonomy. The dominant logic of the corporate BM can thus be bypassed if extensive autonomy is granted to a local manager and employees who are better versed in navigating the unique business scenery and have better understanding of the local culture. Thus, BMI in an autonomous business unit can be mediated by a locally embedded manager acting as an intrapreneur.

“Culture is one of the key issues […] no one in Denmark could know China better than the local. So, we must use local people and local leader to manage business. […] We got a lot of freedom, and we don’t need to follow everything from the Group. This also very much depends on trust. They trust that my foremost concern is to help the company grow, and that I want to develop new successful ideas. They just give me a wide framework and let me “play around.” My most important role is to keep them understand [why we
implemented changes] to keep their support. The best support they can provide is – not intervening.” (CEO, Velux China)

On the other hand, as shown in prior research, if exploration is prompted predominantly by market cues and without consideration of the parent’s value chain, the end results may be structural misfit and friction between the two BMs (Sund et al., 2016). Asymmetric focus in BMI, whether exclusively on market circumstances or exclusively on corporate practices, would have an adverse impact at the output. Velux China has approached BMI with consideration of both local and corporate needs. The CEO of Velux China had the capabilities to balance these two aspects due to his extensive familiarity with both the local culture and market and the corporate mission. These capabilities allowed him to identify latent demand for the product, while having the authority to act independently enabled him to execute the shift in focus from installing windows on sloped rooftops, which are virtually non-existent in China, to installing them at ground level to deliver fresh air and light to basement premises. Freedom to act without having to constantly request authorization appears to facilitate a prompt response from local managers to market circumstances.

4.2 Not challenging the corporate mission and culture

Local management was very careful to make BM changes that would not move the subsidiary away from the corporate mission, or challenge the corporate values. The subsidiary still focuses on the corporate purpose and mission of delivering daylight, fresh air, and an overall better environment to households and commercial premises. In terms of values, the CEO told us: “[...] we must ensure that we behave as a model company and follow our principles, values and [ethical] commercial behavior.” The CEO identified similarities between the corporate culture of the Danish company and traditional rural Chinese culture. Reflecting on these, he told us: “[Here is a] family-oriented culture; people respect, trust and support each other, and they also understand that the collective is more important than the individual.”

More than 25 years working for the company imprinted the local CEO with corporate values and tied the local unit to the organization’s core mission. In this way it set boundaries to ensure that the BMI of Velux China did not take place at the expense of the corporate purpose and culture; rather, it happened within it. It thus appears that reciprocal values generate trust toward local intrapreneurs and arguably incline corporations to grant greater autonomy to local management.

4.3 Not challenging the existing business model

Velux China continues to sell the original products of the corporate parent, even if these today represent a smaller proportion of revenues. Adapted BMs were the result of many years of trial-and-error experimentation and appear to be either neutral or complementary to the original. Thus, they do not challenge directly the original corporate BM. According to the CEO it took 15 years to build a business around basement windows, and for the first “10 years [we sold] our own Velux windows. Some to the basements, some to the roof.” They then went on to develop specific products for this segment, outsourcing the actual manufacturing to a local external manufacturer, which was a novel way of working for the company, representing a major business model change for
this product line. As the CEO told us, “Velux in other countries never outsources to OEM partners. We are the first ones.”

Conflicts between dual BMs are often the result of inconsistencies between resources, capabilities, and supply and value chains, and managers need to decide which functions must be integrated and which separated between BMs (Dutta, 2022). For Velux China, the original use of the same product in different applications meant that existing supply chains and channels were utilized, but their use in an innovative way ensured they met the needs of the local market. Later the business model of one product line was changed, but such BMI did not contradict the incumbent BM of the corporate parent and did not compete for resource allocation. Equally, there was no cannibalization of any existing customer base as the new BM did not substitute the old but rather addressed newly identified revenue streams.

4.4 Leveraging corporate capabilities

Eventually, as Velux China had to adapt to local architectural trends, they began outsourcing production to OEMs. Some of their products were now different from the ones manufactured in-house by Velux, although they were still within the scope of the corporate capabilities and aimed at fulfilling the corporate mission. Extensive corporate knowledge of rooftop solutions and modular design was still at their disposal. Although a radically different market exposed incompatibilities between Velux’s original in-house products and Chinese architecture, existing corporate capabilities, such as the brand and the know-how, proved critical to delivering inimitable engineering solutions by identifying capable OEMs and controlling for quality throughout the entire installation process. Innovating the BM within the scope of corporate know-how ensured competitive advantage in the local market:

“The key – is our knowledge. We can engineer unique solutions for customers. For that we have the knowledge and capability. The other [local Chinese] companies – they can copy our product, copy our idea, but once they do – in a year they will run into problems with bad insulation and leakage.” (CEO, Velux China)

This suggests that if a local subsidiary leverages corporate know-how when it innovates its BM, it can remain locally responsive, while not disconnecting from the capabilities of the larger organization. Such a transformation from being a building material provider to being a building engineering company handling the entire installation process and servitization meant that Velux China was now operating under distinct BMs that were not in conflict vis-à-vis its corporate parent. Extensive experience and long tenure in Velux ensured that the local manager knew how to engage in BMI without isolating the foreign subsidiary from leveraging existing corporate capabilities.

5. Concluding discussion

Our findings add to the literature stream on dual BMs and BMI. We identify factors discussed by local subsidiary managers as important in balancing the two forces of corporate integration and local adaptation. Firstly, we find that the corporate parent will be more willing to grant autonomy to a local executive if the subsidiary’s BMI respects the dominant corporate purpose and mission. In our case company, local Chinese
management embraced the corporate mission and made efforts to experiment with new products and BM changes that would continue to be aligned with this mission. By avoiding inconsistencies vis-à-vis the existing BM of the parent, mission drift is prevented, and corporate capabilities can still be leveraged under the new local BM, even if this is tailored to a particular foreign market. Secondly, we find that the same is true for the values linked to the corporate culture. In our case company, local management made efforts to both personally embrace and openly paint similarities between corporate values and those of traditional Chinese society. Thirdly, we find that local BMI is easier when new BMs are neutral or complementary to the corporate one, and do not represent a substitution threat, confirming findings in several other recent studies (e.g., Sund et al., 2016; Sund et al., 2021).

Our findings are summarized in Figure 1. The local CEO, given some degree of autonomy, is at the same time the receptor, the regulator, and the effecter of the subsidiary, and tries to steer the BMI to align with both the corporate mission and the local-market context. The subsidiary engages in trial-and-error BM exploration, leveraging corporate capabilities, but under constraints imposed by the corporate mission and culture. The aim is to develop additional neutral or complementary BMs that will be successful in the local market, while avoiding any substitution effect on the existing BM and associated products. In this loosely coupled form of organized BMI, the local CEO, having internalized a deep understanding of the external market, the internal structure, and the Group’s mission, facilitates innovation while maintaining the subsidiary’s viability through both corporate expediency and local adaptation.

Figure 1. An illustration of the context of neutral subsidiary BMI

Extant literature has repeatedly noted the difficulty of operating under dual BMs due to mutual incompatibilities (Markides, 2013; Markides and Charitou, 2004; Visnjic et al., 2022), yet market idiosyncrasies compel multinational corporations to do just that if they wish to maintain their presence in foreign markets. While how tensions can be identified and managed has been researched (Visnjic et al., 2022) and it has been suggested that a holistic view of the organization is necessary for leaders to do this successfully (Smith et al., 2010), few studies have examined what contributes to successful BMI in foreign business units from the perspective of the narratives of local management. We have shown that instilled with both corporate values and extensive knowledge of the local market, intrapreneurs can possess the necessary capabilities to efficiently manage the
trade-offs observed between integration and differentiation of BMs in the multinational context.

Our study shows how the tensions of dual BMs in multinational corporations, as a cause of heterogeneity between markets, can be moderated by employing local management and providing autonomy, while respecting corporate strategic mission, values, and BMs. In this context, local management plays a key role in balancing the dual goals of local-market adaptation and corporate integration. The extent to which these findings can be generalized to other contexts, such as larger or smaller firms, other national markets and cultures, or other industries, of course remains to be verified. However, in general terms, we add to examples of successful radical BMI previously documented in literature (e.g., Chesbrough and Rosenbloom, 2002; Markides and Charitou, 2004). We illustrate how local managers may be better at sensing the need for BMI activities (Best et al., 2021; Egfjord and Sund, 2020; Jensen and Sund, 2017; Teece, 2018). Finally, we add to the emergent literature focused on the tensions involved in BMI (Sund et al., 2016; Sund et al., 2021).

For practitioners, this study suggests that corporate management should consider recruiting inside the subsidiary local management who are knowledgeable of the local market and allow these to familiarize themselves gradually with the corporate purpose, mission, and values. They should grant autonomy to local managers to engage in BMI, as long as new local BMs support, or at least do not interfere with, the dominant corporate BM.
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